The crystal structure of a 70-kilodalton ribonucleoprotein complex from the central domain of the Thermus thermophilus 30S ribosomal subunit was solved at 2.6 angstrom resolution. The complex consists of a 104-nucleotide RNA fragment composed of two three-helix junctions that lie at the end of a central helix, and the ribosomal proteins S15, S6, and S18. S15 binds the ribosomal RNA early in the assembly of the 30S ribosomal subunit, stabilizing a conformational reorganization of the two three-helix junctions that creates the RNA fold necessary for subsequent binding of S6 and S18. The structure of the complex demonstrates the central role of S15-induced reorganization of central domain RNA for the subsequent steps of ribosome assembly.
The recent explosion of structural information on the bacterial ribosome has set the stage for detailed models explaining both the function and the assembly of this large ribonucleoprotein (RNP) that connects genotype to phenotype through mRNA-templated polypeptide synthesis. Stunning low-resolution electron density maps of the 30S and 50S subunits and the 70S ribosome have recently appeared (1) (2) (3) (4) , in anticipation of atomic-resolution details of tRNA binding, mRNA translocation, and peptidyl transferase activity. Additionally, we are poised to address, at the molecular level, unresolved questions about the process of ribosome assembly, whereby ϳ50 ribosomal proteins and two large and one small ribosomal RNAs spontaneously assemble into a functional RNP.
The bacterial 30S ribosomal subunit is a large RNP with perhaps the greatest wealth of available biochemical and structural information. Composed of ϳ21 small-subunit ribosomal proteins, designated S1, S2, . . . S21, and the 1542-nucleotide 16S ribosomal RNA, the 30S subunit can be reconstituted from purified components in vitro, and the ordered nature of the assembly was revealed by the elegant work of Nomura (5) (Fig. 1A) . Six proteins bind independently to 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA), including S4, S7, S8, S15, S17, and S20. After assembly of these primary binding proteins, a second set of proteins binds the growing RNP, including S5, S6, S9, S12, S13, S16, S18, and S19. In turn, the secondary binding proteins potentiate binding of the remaining proteins, including S2, S3, S10, S11, S14, and S21.
The 30S subunit consists of the 5Ј, central, and 3Ј domains, each of which can be assembled into an independently folding RNP complex (6) (7) (8) . These functional domains correspond to the body, platform, and head, respectively, of the 30S particle. The central domain is nucleated by protein S15, after which proteins S6 and S18 bind cooperatively, followed by protein S11, and finally S21 (5) (Fig. 1A) . Protein S8 is a primary binding protein that also binds to the central domain; however, it is not required for assembly of any of the other central domain proteins. The minimal binding site for S15 is localized near a three-helix junction in the central domain (9, 10) , and binding of S15 to this RNA is accompanied by a large conformational change in the junction region (11, 12) .
Recently, we identified by deletion analysis a core central domain RNA capable of binding proteins S15, S6, S18, and S11, and a smaller RNA fragment (Tth T4 RNA) capable of binding proteins S15, S6, and S18 ( Fig. 2) (13) . The Tth T4 RNA consists of helices 22 and 23a and portions of helices 20, 21, and 23b from 16S rRNA and contains both three-helix junctions that form the core of the central domain (13) . This result was foreshadowed by earlier findings that fragments from the central domain of 16S rRNA were protected from ribonuclease by proteins S6, S8, S15, and S18 (14) ; however, it was somewhat surprising that half of the central domain RNA was dispensable for formation of the protein core structure. Proteins S8, S11, S6, and S18 each have hydroxyl-radical footprints in the core subdomain (Fig. 1B) (15) and in addition have secondary footprints to the accessory subdomain composed of helices 19, 24, 25, 26, 26a , and 27. Here we describe the structure of the Tth T4 RNP, the first atomicresolution multiprotein complex from the ribosome, along with the insights gained into RNAprotein recognition and the ordered assembly of the 30S subunit.
Overview of the Tth T4 RNP Structure
The x-ray crystal structure of the Tth T4 RNP was determined by multiple isomorphous replacement (MIR) methods with seven heavyatom derivatives and alternate rounds of model building and refinement (Table 1 and Fig. 3 ). The 70-kD Tth T4 RNP forms a noncrystallographic symmetry (NCS)-related dimer in the asymmetric unit and has many intermolecular RNA-protein and RNA-RNA contacts. Electron density was not observed for several terminal bases in helix 20, for 17 bases in helix 23b, or for the first 35 NH 2 -terminal residues of protein S18. Except for minor differences, the two copies of the Tth T4 RNP in the asymmetric unit have similar structures.
Several features in the Tth T4 RNA are important for RNA tertiary structure and protein recognition (Fig. 2B) . The lower threehelix junction is formed by coaxial stacking of helix 21 and helix 22, with helix 20 at an acute angle to helix 22. The upper three-helix junction is formed by coaxial stacking of helix 23b on helix 22, with short helix 23a folded onto helix 22. The continuous, coaxially stacked portions of helices 21, 22, and 23b form an extended structure that is roughly 75 Å long. The bulged nucleotide C748 and the purine-rich internal loop of helix 22 result in a gradual 40°b end, orienting helices 20 and 23a toward each other on one face of helix 22. The Tth T4 RNP structure is extremely similar to the conformation reported in the 5.5 Å structure of the 30S ribosomal subunit and is consistent with neutron-scattering studies (16) .
The lower three-helix junction is stabilized by non-Watson-Crick base pairs between phylogenetically conserved nucleotides among eubacterial 16S rRNAs (Fig. 2B) (17) . The bases U652 and A753 form a reverse Hoogsteen base pair that stacks on helix 21 (Fig. 2D) . In addition, the U652 O4 group, which is not directly involved in this base-pairing interaction, extends directly across the junction to form a hydrogen bond with the G752 O2Ј on the opposite strand. Above this A:U base pair is a triple-base interaction between junction nucleotides G654 and G752 and residue C754 in helix 20 (Figs. 2, B and D, and 3) . A sharp bend in the RNA backbone between G752 and C754, characterized by C 2 Ј-endo ribose conformations, positions C754 above the U652:A753 pair and places helix 20 at an acute angle relative to helix 22. The base of C754 adopts the Table 1 . Crystallographic analysis. Tth T4 RNPs were prepared by reconstitution of Tth T4 RNA with a mixture of core proteins from the T. thermophilus 30S ribosomal subunit (S6, S8, S11, S15, S17, S18) as described (13) . Crystals of the Tth T4 RNP were grown at room temperature to 0.5 mm by 0.2 mm by sitting-droplet vapor diffusion methods from 1.8 M (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , 20 mM MgCl 2 , and 50 mM K ϩ cacodylate (pH 6.5). The crystals, belonging to the space group P6 5 with unit cell parameters a ϭ 169.5 Å, b ϭ 169.5 Å, and c ϭ 113.8 Å, contain an NCS-related Tth T4 dimer in the asymmetric unit and have 75% solvent by volume. Heavy-atom soaks were carried out at 1 to 10 mM added metal ion in mother liquor for 12 to 48 hours. Crystals were transferred to a cryoprotectant containing 20% glycerol in mother liquor before direct freezing in liquid nitrogen (77 K). Data were collected at 100 K at Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory beam lines 9-1 ( 0.98 Å) and 7-1 ( 1.08 Å) and on a Rigaku FR rotating copper anode ( 1.54 Å) with Mar345 image plates. The data were processed and scaled with Mosflm and CCP4 programs (30) . Heavy-atom derivative sites were confirmed by Patterson and difference Fourier methods with XtalView (31). Experimental phases were obtained by MIR to 3.5 Å with Mlphare (32) using seven heavy-atom derivative data sets. These phases were extended to 2.8 Å by NCS averaging, solvent flattening, histogram matching, and SigmaA phase combination from model building with DM (33). The NCS averaging was used only in the initial phase improvements because of small differences in the two copies of the Tth T4 RNP. All model building was done with Xfit (31) . R free calculations were performed on 2.3% of the data, and the model was refined by iterative rounds of positional and B-factor refinement to 2.6 Å with CNS (34) . Residues 35 to 40 of S18 are modeled as polyalanine owing to weak electron density for the side chains. 
where ͗I hkl ͘ is the mean intensity of the multiple I hkl,j observations for symmetry-related reflections.
§R iso ϭ ⌺ Fph͉ Ϫ ͉F p / ⌺ ͉F p ͉, where ͉F ph ͉ and ͉F p ͉ are the derivative and native structure factor amplitudes, respectively.
where ͉f calc ͉ is the calculated heavy-atom structure factor amplitude for centric reflections. ¶The phasing power is the ratio of the mean calculated heavy-atom structure factor amplitude to the mean lack of closure error. (green), S15 (red), S6 (orange), S18 (cyan), and S11 (pink).
Fig. 2. Tth T4 RNP overview. (A)
Sequence of proteins S6, S15, and S18 from T. thermophilus (19, 24, 35) . Residues in lowercase are not observed in the electron density, and residues 35 to 40 in S18 are modeled as polyalanine. Colored residues are conserved Ͼ80% across six prokaryotes (E. coli, T. thermophilus, Bacillus subtilis, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, Haemophilus influenzae, Helicobacter pylori). Open circles indicate residues that make close contacts to the RNA (Ͻ3.5 Å), filled circles indicate residues involved in S6:S18 protein-protein contacts, and secondary structure elements are indicated above each sequence. Abbreviations for the amino acid residues are as follows: A, Ala; C, Cys; D, Asp; E, Glu; F, Phe; G, Gly syn conformation and forms a Watson-Crick pair with G654, and both of these bases hydrogen bond with G752 to form the triple base. Although residue G587 is without a formal base-pairing partner in helix 20, it stacks on the end of helix 20, with the guanine N1 and N2 forming hydrogen bonds across the junction to A753 O2Ј and C754 phosphate, respectively.
Two noncanonical base-pairing interactions are found in the highly conserved purine-rich internal loop of helix 22, including the G742: A663 base pair and the G741:G664 base pair (Fig. 2, B and D) . The internal loop also contains an unanticipated tertiary interaction, in which A665 is flipped out of helix 22 and inserted into helix 23a, forming a base pair with G724 and stacking within helix 23a. This interhelical base pair fixes the orientation of helix 23a with respect to helix 22, thereby stabilizing the global conformation of the nearby upper three-helix junction. Immediately above the A665:G724 pair in helix 23a is the symmetric A722:A733 base pair, consistent with the observed covariation of these two positions as either A:A or G:G (17) .
The S15 protein, a highly basic four-␣-helix bundle, binds to the Tth T4 RNA along helix 22 by making contacts to the lower three-helix junction, to the minor groove of helix 22 above the purine-rich internal loop, and to the GAAG tetraloop in helix 23a (Figs. 2C and 4) . The S15 contacts to the lower three-helix junction stabilize its tertiary fold, while the S15 contacts above the internal loop of helix 22 and to the tetraloop of helix 23a stabilize the tertiary fold of the upper three-helix junction. The tertiary structure of the upper three-helix junction forms Fig. 3 . Electron density for the Tth T4 RNP triple-base-S15 interaction at 2.6 Å resolution. The map is calculated with all data in the resolution range 37.7 to 2.6 Å with 〈 weighted coefficients 2m͉F o ͉Ϫ D͉F c ͉, contoured at 1.2. Nucleotides G654, G752, and C754 in the lower three-helix junction are shown interacting with Tyr 68 from S15. Figure created with Xfit. Fig. 4 . Details of S15-Tth T4 RNA interactions. Bases and side chains are rendered as thick sticks, riboses as thin sticks, groups involved in interactions are colored by atom. (A) S15 interactions with the helix 20, 21, 22 junction. Nucleotides U652, G654, G752, A753, and C754 in the junction are blue. The OH group of the highly conserved Tyr 68 contacts G752 O3Ј, while the side-chain ring packs tightly against C754. S15 residues in the ␣1-␣2 loop make direct minor groove contacts in helix 22 the binding site for the proteins S6 and S18, which bind cooperatively as a heterodimer (18) . The S6 protein, a mildly acidic four-stranded antiparallel ␤ sheet flanked by two ␣ helices, makes RNA contacts along the minor groove at the junction of helix 22 and helix 23b (Figs. 2C and 5). The S18 protein, which consists of an ␣ helix surrounded by an ordered polypeptide coil, binds to S6 along its ␤ sheet and makes contacts to the RNA backbone in the upper three-helix junction and to single-stranded bases in helix 23a.
The Protein-rRNA Interfaces
The S15 helices ␣1, ␣2, and ␣3 form a planar, slightly twisted RNA binding face, with the ␣-helical axes aligned roughly parallel to helix 22 (Fig. 2C ). In the Tth T4 RNP, S15 ␣1 packs tightly with the other helices, similar to the nuclear magnetic resonance structure of the free protein (19) but unlike the crystal structure of the free protein (20) , in which ␣1 lies distal to the core (21) . There are three principal regions of S15 that make specific contacts to the RNA. Residues located both in the loop region between helices ␣1 and ␣2 and in the COOHterminal end of helix ␣3 interact with the RNA backbone of the lower three-helix junction and with adjacent nucleotides in the minor groove of helix 22 (Fig. 4A) . At the opposite end of the S15 protein, residues in the ␣2-␣3 loop interact with the minor groove of helix 22 above the purine-rich internal loop, one helical turn away from the lower three-helix junction (Fig. 4B) .
Residues in and near the ␣2-␣3 loop also make direct contact with the GAAG tetraloop in helix 23a (Fig. 4C ). There are no protein-protein contacts between S15 and either S6 or S18, consistent with conclusions based on neutronscattering experiments (22) . The solvent-accessible surface of S15 makes no contacts in the small subunit, but forms an intersubunit bridge with the 715 loop in 23S rRNA (23) . Proteins S6 and S18 bind across the upper three-helix junction, making contacts to the minor groove of helix 22 and helix 23b, to singlestranded nucleotides in helix 23a, and to the folded RNA backbone (Figs. 2C and 5 ). The S6 binding site for S18 is a concave surface made of one strand of the ␤ sheet, the loop between ␤2 and ␤3, and the extended COOH-terminal coil. Residues from S6, located on the edge of the protein formed by ␣2, ␤4, and the NH 2 -terminus, contact the minor groove of helix 22 and helix 23b in the upper three-helix junction. The structure of S6 in the Tth T4 RNP is similar to the crystal structure of the free protein (24) , with most of the differences located in the loop regions and at the termini. Fig. 4 , with phosphate groups shown as spheres. S6 residues located near the NH 2 -terminus, in ␣2, and in ␤4 make electrostatic and hydrogen-bonding contacts to the Tth T4 RNA in the minor groove between helix 22 and helix 23b. These contacts include Arg 2 , Tyr 4 , and Lys 92 to A737 and C738 phosphates, Arg 87 to G673 phosphate and O3Ј, Val 90 carbonyl oxygen to C736 O2Ј, and Asn 73 to G670 N2 and A737 N3. The charged S18 residues Lys 68 , Lys 71 , and Arg 72 , from the COOH-terminal end of the ␣ helix, contact the phosphate groups of C735, C736, and A737 in helix 22 near the upper three-helix junction. Residue Arg 64 , which is located near the other end of the S18 ␣ helix, contacts the G664 phosphate located across the narrowed major groove of helix 22 near the interhelical A665:G724 base pair. Residues Lys 71 and Arg 74 also make four base-specific contacts to the single-stranded nucleotides C719, C720, and G721 in helix 23a. Figure created with InsightII. Fig. 6 . Assembly mechanism for the central domain. The primary binding proteins S15 and S8 bind independently to the central domain of 16S rRNA early in the assembly process. S15 binding is coupled to a conformational change in the lower three-helix junction, in which helices 21 and 22 coaxially stack and helix 20 forms an acute angle with helix 22. Subsequently, the upper three-helix junction undergoes an S15-induced conformational change, thus creating the binding site for the heterodimer of proteins S6 and S18. Once these two proteins have bound the growing RNP, protein S11 binds to complete the "core" of the central domain (13) . Finally, the remainder of the central domain rRNA assembles onto the core, forming the functional elements of the 30S ribosomal P-site.
The S18 protein, unlike S15 and S6, contains a single small element of regular secondary structure, yet it forms a compact structure tightly packed against S6 and the RNA (Figs. 2C and 5 ). Residues along one face of the ␣ helix and residues 42 to 47 from the coil region form the protein-protein interface with S6, which is characterized by van der Waals contacts and salt-bridge interactions. The S18 ␣ helix lies across the upper three-helix junction and contacts phosphates in helix 22 and single-stranded nucleotides in helix 23a.
Central Domain Assembly
Based on the array of biochemical data and the insights gained from the Tth T4 RNP structure, we propose a model for the assembly mechanism of the central domain of the 30S ribosomal subunit (Fig. 6 ). Biochemical and biophysical characterization of the lower three-helix junction indicates that the angle between these helices is ϳ120°in the absence of either protein S15 or Mg 2ϩ ions (12) . Binding of S15 is accompanied by a conformational change in the RNA whereby helix 20 forms an acute angle with helix 22, and helices 21 and 22 are coaxially stacked. The existence of these two conformations of the lower junction is supported by gel-mobility and transient electric birefringence studies, and the conformation of the bound junction is clearly seen in the structure of the Tth T4 RNP (Fig. 2C ) and in the structure of the 30S subunit (1) .
Biochemical studies of the S15-rRNA interaction indicated that the upper junction and helix 23b can be deleted with no detectable decrease in the binding affinity of S15 (9, 10) . Therefore, we propose that stabilization of the tertiary structure near the upper three-helix junction, which is the binding site for proteins S6 and S18, occurs subsequent to S15 binding. Nucleotides in the upper three-helix junction show enhanced sensitivity to chemical probes upon S15 binding and subsequent protection from these probes upon S6:S18 binding (18) . These data are consistent with a conformational change in the upper three-helix junction upon S15 binding. In fact, protections in the GAAG tetraloop of helix 23a led to the proposal that S15 was a tetraloop binding protein (25) . Although helix 23a and its GAAG tetraloop are dispensable for S15 binding to rRNA, S15 does make contacts to the GAAG tetraloop in the Tth T4 RNP complex.
Furthermore, the internal loop of helix 22 is not important for S15 binding because it can be replaced by Watson-Crick base pairs in a triplemutant RNA that has a continuous helix 22 and shows wild-type affinity for S15 (26) . To test our assembly hypothesis, we created this mutant (G663C, G664C, A665⌬) in the Tth T4 RNA. The internal loop of helix 22 was replaced by G:C pairs, and the interhelical A665: G724 base pair, which stabilizes the upper three-helical junction, was disrupted. Reconstitution of this mutant Tth T4 RNA with central domain proteins gave an RNP that bound protein S15 normally, showed weak (ϳ10%) binding to protein S6, and exhibited no binding to protein S18 (27) . This result strongly supports the role of S15 in the stabilization of the RNA tertiary structure in the upper junction that is required for S6:S18 binding. Binding of proteins S6 and S18 has long been known to be cooperative (5) , but the thermodynamic details of their association are not yet known. Because the structure of S18 is quite irregular, it is unlikely that S18 is folded alone. It is more likely that S18 folds upon binding to S6 to make an RNA-binding heterodimer or that S6 weakly associates with the S15-RNA complex that serves as a scaffold for cooperative folding and assembly of S18.
The subsequent steps in central domain assembly, consistent with the available biophysical information, are also shown in Fig.  6 . The protein S8 binds independently of the other central domain proteins and is depicted in the model binding to helix 21 early in assembly, in parallel with S15. After binding of S6:S18, protein S11 can bind to complete the core RNP structure. Once the core is formed, the secondary subdomain of helices 19, 24, 25, 26, 26a, and 27 can assemble onto the core RNP scaffold (13) .
Interestingly, highly conserved regions of this secondary subdomain that are implicated in ribosome function are not part of the structural core of the central domain. The 690 loop of helix 23b and the 790 loop in helix 24 have both been implicated in P-site tRNA binding (28) . Helix 27, which lies at the interface between the 5Ј, central, and 3Ј domains, has been implicated as a functional switch in translation (29) . Apparently, the functionally important and potentially flexible regions of the central domain RNA are not involved in directing assembly of the domain but rather are displayed on the surface of a preassembled RNP core. Hence, formation of the core of the central domain is a prerequisite for organization of subsequent structures essential for ribosome function.
Our studies indicate that the sequential assembly of the central domain is characterized by alternating rounds of RNA conformational change and protein binding. The primary binding protein S15 stabilizes a specific rRNA tertiary structure in the upper three-helix junction necessary for subsequent protein binding and stabilizes a tertiary structure in the lower threehelix junction necessary for further assembly of other RNA helices onto this core structure. These events may reflect general principles of the assembly of large RNPs.
